
6” SEED BOOT
MINIMIZE WEEDS. MAXIMIZE YIELDS.

Bourgault Tillage Tools



*For best performance of Speed-Loc™ Adapter Stover nuts and lock 
washers should be used to install the adapter.

BTT SEED BOOT SYSTEM

Speed-Loc™ Adapter*

Sweep

Seed boot holder

Single bolt to 
change seed boot

Seed boot attachment

The BTT 6” seed boot is part of a quick change system with 
seven different interchangeable seed boot attachments to 
choose from. Each attachment gives a different seed spread 
pattern and allows you to match your seed spread to the width 
of the opener you are using. 

The quick change system is perfect for producers who want to 
switch back and forth from a wide seed spread behind a sweep 
to a narrow seed band behind a knife. 

The seed boot system consists of two parts: 

The seed boot holder which bolts on to the back of  
the shank.

The seed boot attachment which fits into the holder 
and is secured with a nut and bolt. 
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RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
For years, the BTT R&D team has been working with producers 
to develop and refine our line of seeding and tillage tools.  
A request we often hear is to develop a product that will  
more effectively minimize weed growth and maximize seed 
bed utilization. This request is what led us to the development  
of the 6” Seed Boot. 

The photo on the right shows actual results we’ve been able 
to achieve with this product. BTT operates research farms that 
are used to develop products for both Certified Organic and 
Conventional Producers.

UNDERSTANDING THE NEEDS  
OF ORGANIC FARMERS
As a proud member of the agriculture community, BTT 
has always kept a close eye on the changing philosophies 
and farm practices affecting the industry. One of the most 
impactful changes in recent years has been the growth of 
Certified Organic Farming. 

We understand and respect that every organic operation 
has two major goals in mind:

1. Grow the healthiest, most nutritious foods possible. 

This means prohibiting any chemicals or genetically  
modified organisms that can be deemed harmful to  
humans and/or the environment.

2. Minimize weeds to maximize crop yields. 

Due to the fact that chemicals cannot be used to contain 
weeds, other sustainable methods need to be employed. 
Weeds can be minimized through mechanical control and 
by increasing in-crop weed competition.

In light of these important goals, the strategies, methods 
and equipment requirements of a Certified Organic Farmer 
are slightly different than those of the Conventional  
Farmer. BTT understands these challenges and will continue 
to work with producers to develop sustainable solutions 
that help them attain these goals.6” SEED BOOT

The 6” Seed Boot (300-ATM-1006) is an attachment that 
works with the seed boot system and is ideal for organic  
operations because of the wide seed spread. 

It is designed to distribute the seed in a pattern up to  
6” (152 mm) wide when used behind a wider sweep. Seed 
spread may vary depending on sweep size, soil type and  
fan speed. 

The seed boot is made from high chrome cast iron and is  
designed to last. Like all of our products, it is backed by  
our Performance Guarantee. 

CONTACT US
Interested to learn more about the seed boot system and 
how it can work for your farming operation? Contact your 
local dealer or reach us at:

P 800.878.7714
E info@tillagetools.ca
tillagetools.com

MINIMIZE WEEDS. MAXIMIZE YIELDS.
No matter what type of operation you run, conventional or 
organic, minimizing weed growth to maximize yields is  
always a top priority. 

Using the 6” seed boot along with a wider sweep provides  
a great mechanical method of removing weeds during  
seeding, creating a more competitive crop, and benefiting  
any type of producer.
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